
Registration for online services  

Patient Online is an NHS England programme designed to support GP practices to offer 

and promote online services to patients, including access to coded information in 

records, appointment booking and ordering of repeat prescriptions. 

This practice accepts applications from patients as well as their proxy. Proxy access 
refers to access to online services by somebody acting on behalf of the patient with the 
patient’s consent.  
 
The appropriate application form must be completed prior to any online access being 

enabled.Application for online access to my medical record should be used for patient’s 

wanting to access their own detailed coded information held within their medical record. 

An online application form can be obtained from reception. 

 

  The application form includes: Password confidentiality is the responsibility of 
the patient. 

 Advice on unexpected bad news and/or abnormal results. 

 Guidance on incorrect information / errors noting that the patient has 
responsibility for informing the practice, including where incorrect information or 
an error has been found.  

 

The practice reserves the right to review and remove access at any point in the future if 

it is thought that it is in the best interests of the patient or if the services are being 

misused. 

ID Verification 

ID verification is required to ensure access is granted to patients/proxy users that have 
a legitimate reason to access a record. This will prevent access being granted to the 
wrong person and support the practice to adhere to information security guidelines. 
There are a number of options for identification verification including: 
 
Documentation 
 
As is current practice that should there be a request for Online Access, two forms of 
documentation must be provided as evidence of identity, one of which must contain a 
photograph. Acceptable documents include passports, photo driving licences and bank 
statements. If none of the above is available household bills may be accepted at the 
discretion of the Practice Manager and IT & Data Quality Lead. 

 
Self-Vouching  
 
Vouching for a patient’s identity requires an authorised member of the practice staff  
who knows the patient well enough to verify that they are who they say they are, and 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/patient-online/po-gp/


that no deception is taking place. Self-vouching will not be considered as usual practice 
and will be at the discretion of the Practice Manager, Head receptionist and Practice 
Administrator. 
 
Documentary evidence that confirms identification checks have taken place will include: 

 the nature of those checks 

  who did them and when  

 Completed registration form. (To avoid non-clinical information being stored in 
patient records, copies of bank statements, passports and other personal 
documentation will not be scanned into those records.) 

 
                                      
 At the point of request for Patient Online Access provide patients with the Patient 
Access Registration Form (Appendix A) and a Patient Information Leaflet, (Appendix B).  
 
Timescales 
 
Practice Support Workers /Admin Team will be able to grant access to patients who 
present with the correct identification, for appointments and medication within 10 days. 
If patients request access to their detailed coded information they will be notified that it 
may take the practice up to 14 days to review their application and grant access if 
appropriate. This is a guide only and in some circumstances may take longer. 
 
Considerations/Approval of Access 
 
The practice will not approve on-line access to detailed coded information if it is deemed 
that it may cause physical and/or mental harm the patient. 
 
Patient records will be checked by trained members of staff within the practice the 
names of which will be communicated internally. 
 
Named staff will be responsible for checking if patients are on certain registers for 
example, learning difficulties register, child protection register, mental health or have 
been identified as a possible victim/perpetrator of domestic abuse.  Named staff will 
consult with the patients usual GP if required before access is granted /denied. 
 
For more information please contact reception desk. 
 


